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By Ourselves
A place to focus.

A simple colour pallet and limited selection of materials 
has been designed to reflect the humble character and 
raw beauty of the materials. Embracing biophilic design 
principles, aluminium, wood and felt provide the core 
materials helping create workplaces that inspire a calming 
and creative atmosphere.

Available in a choice of five colours, the tactile felt panels 
are not only visually appealing but also sound absorbing. 
Aluminium uprights are offered in a choice of silver or 
black.

By Ourselves is an intelligent screen system which 
anticipates change in the workplace. Made from modular 
components, the adaptable design can quickly and easily 
create spaces ranging from intimate to monumental. 
When new work-spaces are required to supplement 
existing ones, panels can be added, ensuring companies 
are able keep pace with the rapid changes afflicting the 
workplace.

The starting point for ‘By Ourselves’ wasn’t to create 
something different but rather something better by using 
as little material and few components as possible in the 
pursuit of uncompromising flexibility. The reductive design 
features three panels and a single upright, from which 
infinite combinations can be achieved,

Aluminium rails allow work surfaces and accessories to 
be easily placed and rearranged to match the spaces 
evolving needs.
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Product Specification
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•Material
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•Standard

Felt: 
In Light Grey, Dark grey, Blue, Green. Red 
Metal Upright 
Silver, Black anodised aluminium.  
Timber 
Birch veneer plywood clear matt lacquer. 
Feet 
Leveling feet
Worktop 
Plywood with Birch-veneer, Black or White Formica.

BO WB-01

H1360 W1230  D830

BO WB-02 BO WB-03 BO WB-04

H1360  W1230  D830 H1360  W2430  D830 H1360  W3630  D830 H1360  W4830  D830

H1360  W2430  D1230 H1360  W3630  D1230 H1360  W4830  D1230

BO WB-13

H1360  W1630  D1230

BO WB-14 BO MR-01

H1360  W1630  D1230 H1360  W2430  D2430

BO WB-09

H1360  W1230  D1630

BO WB-10 BO WB-11 BO WB-12

H1360  W2430  D1630 H1360  W3630  D1630 H1360  W4830  D1630

BO WB-05 BO WB-06 BO WB-07 BO WB-08


